
At the first meeting of our new group council.  I floated the idea that we 
should have a themed preaching month in July.  I've done similar things in 
other churches and people have tended to enjoy it.  The theme chosen 
was biblical women and I've asked the ministry team to choose someone 
to preach about. 
 
I asked in church whether anyone would like to nomiate someone to 
preached on and someone suggested Priscilla.   
 
In some ways quite a challenge as Priscilla is only mentioned 6 times in 
scriptures and we dont learn very much about her.  We discern that she 
was a Jew from Rome who was exiled to Corinth where she was part of a 
church which met in her house.  St Paul stayed with her and her husband 
Aquila in Corinth where there made tents together.  Priscilla and Aquila 
then make a journey to Ephesus with Paul. 
 
So not a lot to go on you might think.  There is also some extra-biblical 
tradtion around, that Priscilla and Aquila were martyred in Rome.  There is 
a catacomb (fancy name for a tomb) in Rome which is named after her. 
 
So why bother to think anymore about her? Well by sheer coincidence her 
feast day is the 8th July! 
 
One of the interesting things about Priscilla is that when she is mentioned 
in scripture alongside her husband her name comes first four out of the 
six times.  We might might not think this odd, to we think about Peter and 
Jenny, Rob and Jill, John and Vera or Betty and Alan, Joy and Stuart, Mary 
and Les when refering to folk from our church here?  To our modern ear 
we probably dont bat an eyelid. 
 
In the ancient world however that is strange, in the vast majority of cases 
where a couple are named together the man's name comes first  There 
are those that go on to infer that in this exceptional case there must be a 
reason for Priscilla's name appearing first.  Probably that she is of greater 
prominence.  In the same way that most people here would say David and 
Hannah and most people in the diocese would say Hannah and David. 
 



So why this prominence? There are two theories, one that Priscilla is of 
noble birth and Aquila of much humbler stock and another that Priscilla 
has some sort of leadership role in the early church. 
 
Here we enter into occasionally controversial ground.  There is a small but 
significant amount of archaelogical evidence that women took up roles of 
deacons, priests and even bishops in the early church.  The evidence 
points to there being a variety of practices across the mediteranean world 
of the early church, in some places women were in leadership and in 
others not.  Later in the fourth century it seems that the church reached a 
mind of only having male leadership. 
 
Returning to Priscilla's catacomb, the catacombs in Rome seem to be the 
earliest places of Christian worship, evidence suggests that the early 
Christians in Rome met there on the anniversary of there death, possibly 
the earliest example of the keeping of saints days within the life of the 
church.  Priscilla's catacomb has some surving pictures which we think are 
very early.  In these pictures Priscilla is seen wearing a Dalmatic, the 
historic robe worn by deacons, in fact we have some in red and gold in the 
vestry and we may get Anna to model one at some point in here deacons 
year.  There is a second picture of Priscila at the head of a table with bread 
and wine set before her, indicating that perhaps she held the role or 
presbyter or priest in the early church?  
 
This all might seem quite tenuous but I think it reminds us of something 
important. Often when we look back to history we make a mistake of 
seeing things as being much more straightforward, more black and white, 
than they actually were.  We remember an idealised form of what 
happened, with Rose tinted glasses and forget that there was always a 
rich diversity in all sorts of places.  The more we discover about the 
church in every age the more we see that that rich diversity has been 
playing out for centuries, the history is then written by the most powerful, 
those whose argument was strongest and they tend to ignore the views of 
thos who differed. 
 
 
 



Imagine writing about the 1980s, from two different sources.  One written 
by a miner and another written by a business person who made a lot of 
money.  How would their views of Thatcher, Scargill and the rest differ?  
Which history would be truer? 
 
I'll leave that slightly provocative statement hanging and move to a 
second point if I may.  We may not know much about Priscilla and Aquila, 
we can only imagine based on the little we know, but the fact that their 
names are recorded at all seems to suggest that they were important to at 
least some in the early church, that they had helped shape and form the 
faith of some early Christians.  I hope that we all have people like that in 
our lives. Christian men and women who have inspired us, whose names 
will always be in our hearts, whose names might not mean much to other 
who read the stories of our lives, but meant a lot to us. 
 
Its all very well thinking about the famous saints and how they inspire us 
Andew, Nicholas, Mary, Etheldreda, Peter, Paul, Mary Magdalene, but we 
must also remember those who have supported us in our faith, for Miss 
Williamson, Mr and Mrs James, Rob Harnish, Jane Shaw, Margaret, 
Verena, Alex and many more I could name, what names would you say..... 
 
We end with the collect for Priscilla and Aquila: 
 
Almighty God, you gave to your servants Priscilla and Aquila special gifts 
of grace to understand and teach the truth as it is in Christ Jesus:  Grant 
that by this teaching we may know you, the one true God, and Jesus 
Christ whom you have sent; who lives and reigns with you and the Holy 
Spirit, one God, for ever and ever.  Amen.  
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